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A set of n - 2 disjoint Steiner triple systems on n objects is constructed whenever 
n has the property that the order of 2 modulo n - 2 is an odd number. 
1. INTRODUCTJON 
A Steiner triple system on a set S = (1, 2,..., n} of objects is a collection of 
subsets of S called lines such that every line contains three objects and every 
pair of objects is contained in one and only one line. Two Steiner triple systems 
are said to be disjoint if no triple is a line in both systems. Since there are 
n(n - 1)/6 lines in a system and n(n - l)(p~ - 2)/6 subsets of S with three 
elements, there can be at most IZ - 2 disjoint Steiner triple systems. It was 
shown by Kirkman that this upper bound can be attained in the case n = 9 
(see IX 21). 
The purpose of this paper is to construct n - 2 disjoint systems in the cases 
where the order of 2 modulo n - 2 is an odd number. The first such case 
after n = 9 is II = 25. The requirement that II be congruent to 1 or 3 modulo 6 
is satisfied in our cases because n - 2 is not divisible by 2 or 3. The order of 
2 modulo m is odd if the same is true for every prime divisor of m. Every 
prime congruent to 7 modulo 8 has this property and every prime congruent 
to 3 or 5 does not. 
2. CONSTRUCTION 
Let v be the order of 2 modulo n - 2 and suppose that v is odd. Set up a 
basis for the set (1, 2,..., n - 2) as follows: b(1) = 1 and if b(l), b(2),..., 
b(k - 1) have been determined, b(k) is the least integer which is not congruent 
to any b(i) (-2)“. 
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We define the first Steiner triple system by specifying the lines to be 
{n-2,n-- 1,n)and 
(1) all{i,j,k}withl <i<j<n--2andi+j+krO(modn-2) 
(2) all (b(i)(-2)2”, b(i)(-2)2”+1, n - 1} for each b(i) and all s >, 1, 
(3) all (b(i)(-2)2s+1, b(i)(-2)28+2, n} for each b(i) and all s > 1. 
In (2) and (3) s need only range from 1 until repetition, and the number of 
triples defined depends on b(i). 
Every pair occurs in exactly one triple. Note that if i + j + k = 0 
(mod n - 2) and i = 2j then k = j. Also if b(i)(-2)” = b(J)(-2)t then 
i = j and s and t are both odd or both even. 
3. DISJOINTNESS 
Let 7~ be the permutation (1, 2,..., n - 2), and let the hth system be the 
result of applying rh-l to the first system. We show that no line is in two 
systems. 
For lines containing neither n nor TZ - 1, if +‘{i, j, k} = d{i, j, k) then 
i+g+j+g+k+g=i+h+j+h+k+h(modn-2)or3(g-h)=O 
(mod n - 2). Since (3, it - 2) = 1 we have g = h. 
For lines with n - 1 but not n, if +{b(i)(-2)2s, l~(i)(-2)~“+l) = 
+(b( j)(-2)2t, b( j)(-2)2t+1) then 3(b(i)(-2)28 & b( j)(-2)2t) = 0 (mod n - 2) 
and b(i) = b(j). In case of the minus sign s = t so g = h. In case of the plus 
sign one of the pairs is on a line with n - 1, the other with n in the first 
system. 
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